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NEWS & UPDATES

WATCH: SOME OHIO REPUBLICANS THROW SUPPORT BEHIND BIDEN
Oct 31, 2020 | China Global Television Network, National/International
Originally published CGTN By Sean Calliebs The 2020 presidential election is rapidly approaching,...
read more

VOICES OF VOTERS: RURAL OHIOANS CONSIDER THEIR PRESIDENTIAL OPTIONS
Oct 31, 2020 | Statehouse News Bureau
Originally Published: Statehouse News Bureau by: Karen Kosler Sixty-two percent of rural Americans...
read more

OUR CHOICE IS BETWEEN AMERICA’S FUTURE OR A POLITICAL PARTY
Oct 31, 2020 | Urbana Daily Citizen
Originally Published: Urbana Daily Citizen By Rocky Saxbe I have been an active member of the...
read more

IN 2020, REPUBLICANS MUST PAIR WORDS WITH ACTIONS
Oct 31, 2020 | Athens Messenger
Originally published: The Athen Messenger By Tyler Fehrman I’ve been a Republican my entire life,...
read more

TRUMP TRIES TO SILENCE THE TRUTH TELLERS
Oct 31, 2020 | Van Wert Times Bulletin
Originally Published: Van Wert Times Bulletin By Michael Anne Johnson It began with a July 25,...
read more

MILES TAYLOR, FORMER HOMELAND SECURITY CHIEF OF STAFF, TALKS NATIONAL SECURITY IN DAYTON
Oct 30, 2020 | WYSO
Originally Published: WYSO By Chris Welter Miles Taylor was Chief of Staff to the Director of...
read more

ASSESSING MANUFACTURING IN OHIO
Oct 29, 2020 | The Bryan Times

OPERATION GRANT ARRIVES IN LIMA TO SWAY REPUBLICAN VOTERS

JILTED CONSERVATIVES: ENOUGH OF TRUMP
ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM?
The stress of the pandemic and politics are looming over us all. Sign up for our guide on defusing potentially tense conversations, and even first aid.